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Software bug is a major problem in project development process. Association rule presents 

relationship between attributes and also calculate the intensity of relationship between attributes.In 

this paper we compare between tertius and sequence patterns performance for bug detection and also 

describe better performance for rules and number of hypotheses consideration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Anthony Williams [1] Duplicity is a technical problem in software project development life 

cycle. Duplicity is closed as more spaces between codes, change code in another location and 

error down line. All the technical problems mentation in a report known as problems report 

.If any bug reported in a problem report but it is already covered by another problem report 

this happening is known as duplicity of bug. Duplicate bug is created in any phase testing and 

it is some time automatically created in the coding implementation or phase testing by the 

help of data mining. It is easily classified and analyzed in the software engineering domain. 

2 .RELATED WORK- 

Shepperd, Schofield and Kitchenham[2] discussed that need of cost estimation for 

management and software development organizations and give the idea of prediction also 

give the methods for estimation. 

Alsmadi and Magel[3] discussed that how data mining provide facility in new software 

project its quality, cost and complexity also build a channel between data mining and 

software engineering. 

Boehm, Clark, Horowitz, Madachy, Shelby and Westland[4] discussed that  some software 

companies suffer from some accuracy problems depend on his data set after prediction 

software company provide new idea to specify project cost schedule and determine staff time 
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table. 

K.Ribu[5] discussed that the need of open source code projects analyzed by prediction and 

get estimating object oriented software project by case model. 

Nagwani and Verma[6] discussed that the prediction of software defect(bug) and duration 

similar bug and bug average in all software summery, by data mining also discuss about 

software bug. 

Hassan [7] discussed that the complex data source (audio, video, text etc.) need more have 

buffer for processing it does not support general size and length of buffer. 

Li and Reformate[8] discussed that .the software configuration management a system 

includes documents, software code, status accounting, design model defect tracking and also 

include revision data. 

Elcan[9] discussed that COCOMO model pruned accurate cost estimation and there are many 

thing about cost estimation because in project development involve more variable so 

COCOMO measure in term effort and metrics.   

Chang and Chu [10] discussed that for discovering pattern of large database and its variables 

also relation between them by association rule of data mining. 

Kotsiantis and Kanellopoulos[11] discussed that high severity defect in software project 

development and also discussed the pattern provide facility in prediction and associative rule 

reducing number of pass in database. 

Pannurat, N.Kerdprasop and K.Kerdprasop[12] discussed that association rule provide 

facility the relationship among large dataset as like software project term hug amount , cost 

record and helpful in process of project development. 

Fayyad,PiateskyShapiro,Smuth and Uthurusamy [13] discussed that classification creates a 

relationship or map between data item and predefined classes. 

Shtern and Vassillios[14] discussed that in clustering analysis the similar object placed in the 

same cluster also sorting attribute into group so that the variation between clusters is 

maximized relative to variation within clusters. 

Runeson and Nyholm[15] discussed that code duplication is a problem which is language 

independent. It is appear again and again another problem report in software development 

and duplication arises using neural language with data mining. 

Vishal and Gurpreet[16] discussed that data mining analyzing information and research of 

hidden information from the text in software project development. 

Lovedeep and Arti[17]data mining provide a  specific  platform for software engineering in 

which many task run easily with best quality and reduce the cost and high profile problems. 
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Nayak and Qiu[18] discussed that  generally time and cost, related problems arises in 

software project development these problems mentation in problem report ,data mining 

provide help in to reduce problems also  classify and reduce another software related bugs . 

In this paper we compare between tertius and sequence patterns performance for bug 

detection and also describe better performance for rules and number of hypotheses 

consideration. 

3 METHODOLOGY- 

Our research approach is present to use some Associationalgorithms. The research 

methodologyis there divided into 5 steps to achieve the desired results: 

Step 1:In this step, prepare the data in addition specify the source of data. 

Step 2: In this step select the specific data in addition transform this one into different format 

by weka. 

Step 3: In this step, implement data mining algorithms also checking of all the relevant bugs 

and errors be present perform. 

Step 4: We classify the relevant bugs by means ofassociation algorithms by the side of 

particular time. 

Step 5: At the end, the results be located display and evaluated completed. 

3.1  DATA PREPARATION- 

 A software defect tracking system, “GANTS” which be present a bug tracking system in 

software bug .It be located set on “MASC” intranet in the direction of collect and maintain all 

problem reports from every department of “MASC”. 

TABLE-1 The variables used in the computational technique 
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The soft-bug, doc-bug, mistaken-bug and duplicate-bug are present parts of class field in 

software development. Now performing designed for classification of software defect using 

several standard algorithms of data mining classifier algorithms. The database is situated 

designed in “MS-Excel, MS word 2010 database” and database management system on the 

way to store the collect data.  

3.2  DATA SELECTION AND TRANSFORMATION- 

In this step only those fields are located selected which is there required for data mining. A 

few derived variables are present selected. We select some Association algorithms in specific 

way as:       

Fig-1.     Experimental Setup ForTertius 

 

Fig-2. Experimental Setup forGeneralized Sequential Patterns 
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3.3        DATA MINING IMPLEMENTATION-  

Wekabe presentexposedbasis software that implements a large gathering of machine learning 

algorithms in addition is extensively used in data mining applications. As of the above data 

bug.csv file remained created. This file be located loaded into weka explorer also analyzes 

risk of software defects predicts. Predicts the relationship between attributes.Finally 

accomplish the best Association algorithms designed for software defect data set. 

3.4     RESULT AND DISCUSSION-     

There arepresentseveral algorithms designed for association of which the most well-known in 

addition widely applicable ones be present run taking place the given dataset. The results of 

each of these runs using weka   are provided below.   

TABLE .2 To Measure the performance of Tertius , Sequential  Patterns 

Algorithms NO. Rules Number of 

hypotheses 

considered 

Number of 

hypotheses 

explored 

Tertius 132 38343 21463 

G.Sequetial 

Patterns 

0 Nill Nill 

 

From table .2 we easily calculate total instances of data set. Given table-.2 shows the 

comparison between theassociative attribute by weka tool. 

table.2 we easily analyzed as: 

 In the above table give highest number of rules(132)formeasure relationship between 

attribute.  

 Total highest Number of hypotheses considered (38343). 

 The Number of hypotheses explored(21463). 

 In the above table it is clear that number of rules,highest Number of hypotheses 

considered  andNumber of hypotheses explored for measure relationship between 

attribute are totally Nill. 

4   CONCLUSION- 

In this analysis we choose the Tertius algorithmis the best data mining Association algorithms to 

be applied over selected datasets. Because Generalized Sequential Patterns has Nill values for 

rules, highest Number of hypotheses considered  and Number of hypotheses explored. In this 

analysis different Association algorithms  results are evaluated. So the future work will be based 

on other Association algorithms  that can be applied on the data set and also to apply other data 

mining tools on the data set such that the best techniques can be identified. 
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